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When a disgrace like this pandemic happened seems with misanthropic view that all what matters is how to overpass this in shortest

time possible and with fewer atrocities.

However, looking to different country approach to this crisis we could find out that culture and traditional government system affected

the way crisis was managed. This was even more important that budget and respective health system.

We saw country where drastic measures took place, in my opinion their system of democratic values allowed the autocracy to take

place. The speed of measures was affected by burocracy of the system while culture of the people made some measures unacceptable. A
responsible government would take in account their people way of life. After all is important how our people feel, as it is been proven our
well-being indicate our vulnerability to contract and react to a virus.

Different country approach cannot be copy only if the government system and culture of respective people had some similarity.

As an example, you could not emerge the autocratic measures taken in China and use this in United Kingdom. The speed of reaction

as well a system of long traditional government rule and burocracy cannot have the flexibility of an undemocratic country where you can
enforce drastic public quarantine and even change this daily without any proper backup of any law.

The economic consequences of pandemic and how this was handle without creating a self-distraction from quarantine measures is

another important dimension which we saw to take different shape and affect in different countries.

Apparently this pandemic will pass and the word will be adapted or a vaccine will take place, the human life cost is particularly high

and this is an important reason on what we have to change in the future that things like this can be neutralise.

What will remain to be seen is the worthy of changing a long stance and tradition in governing, the culture of our civilisations and

necessity if a need or enforcement to change this centuries long values and traditions. After all our civilisation will last for thousands of
years.

Countries are measures on how they treat their own people and not by ordinary statistic values and mortality records.
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